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جارب متامادٌای فًق واصن حساس تٍ لطثش دس تاصٌی تشاَشتض تا استفادٌ اص دیسه تیضًی
طالیی
ٍ گراوپای... ي وصرتا، ريیا ابراَیمی میمىد،علی سلیماوی
 ایران، تُران،داوشکدٌ مُىدسی برق داوشگاٌ صىعتی خًاجٍ وصیرالدیه طًسی
 دسصذ مًجَای الىتشيمغىاطیسی تاتشی دس تاصٌی تشاَشتض سا100 چىیذٌ – دس ایه ممالٍ تٍ طشاحی یه جارب متامادٌای فًق واصن پشداختٍایم وٍ میتًاوذ حذيد
 ساTM  يTE  وتایج تٍ دست آمذٌ وشان میدَذ وٍ جارب تٍ لطثش حساس تًدٌ ي میتًاوذ دس تاصٌی صايیٍای يسیعی تاتشَای.دس فشواوس واسی خًد جزب وىذ
 تشاَشتض سا وشان4/94  دسصذی دس فشواوس99/14  تشاَشتض ي8/11  دسصذی دس فشواوس99/11  تٍ تشتیة جزبTM  يTE  ساختاس پیشىُادی تشای تاتش.جزب وىذ
 ایه ساختاس متامادٌای می تًاوذ ساٌ سا تشای واستشدَای جذیذی دس تاصٌی. فشواوس جزب سا میتًان اص طشیك تغییش مشخصات َىذسی جارب تىظیم ومًد.میدَذ
. حسگش تشاَشتضی ي تسُیموىىذٌ لطثش َمًاس وىذ، تصًیشتشداسی لطثش،تشاَشتض ماوىذ تشخیصدَىذٌَای لطثش
 جاذب حساس بٍ قطبش،ٌ جاذب متاماد،ٌ متاماد، تراَرتز:ٌكلید ياژ
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Abstract- We have designed an ultrathin metamaterial absorber which is capable of total absorption of the incident electromagnetic waves in the
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geometry of structure is required to obtain perfect
absorption.

Introduction

Metamaterials
are
artificially
constructed
electromagnetic (EM) materials, whose size is much
smaller than the wavelength of EM waves. The most
attractive aspect of metamaterial is that its effective
permittivity and permeability can be controlled, by
using periodically or randomly distributed structures
[1]. Other properties of metamaterials that do not exist
in nature are negative refractive index [2], electric field
enhancement and polarization conversion of an incident
EM wave [3].

Meanwhile, absorption spectra for both TE and TM
configuration are displayed. Furthermore, the absorption
peak can be tuned by changing the polarization angle of
the incident wave.

Metamaterials because of their wonderful characteristics
have great potential in many applications such as
superlens, cloaking, detectors, and modulators [4, 5].
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The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2, the design and simulation method
investigated. In Section 3, polarization-dependence
the structure is discussed. The paper is concluded
Section 4.

In
is
of
in

Design and Simulation

As shown in Fig. 1)a), the unit cell of the structure
consists of a planar elliptical gold patch (dimensions of
elliptical patch are set to a  5 μm and b  7.5 μm), the
dielectric spacer and a metallic gold ground plane.

Within the past few years, perfect metamaterial
absorbers have rapidly improved and they have been
widely researched at microwave, terahertz (THz) and
optical frequencies [6-8]. Perfect EM metamaterial
absorber is a device which absorbs the entire incident
radiation at the operating frequency and disables all
other EM wave propagation channels [9].

The width of the unit cell is 20 µm, and thickness of
gold film and gold patch both are 0.2 μm. The ground
plane and planar gold patch are made of gold with
electric conductivity   4.09 107 Sm-1. A 1.1 μmthick lossy polyimide with   3.5  0.2i is modelled
as the substrate.

Recently, EM wave perfect absorbers in THz regime
have attracted great attentions, which can absorb the
electric and magnetic components of incident THz
waves individually [9].

Simulations of the proposed absorber performed using
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The unit
cell is periodically arranged in x-y plane and the
incident wave is vertical to the upper surface of the
structure and is along z-axis as shown in Fig. 1(b).

However, most of the EM metamerial absorbers which
have been investigated are polarization-independent.
For some applications such as polarization imaging,
polarization multiplexing, and selective spectral
detection, high absorption peaks at different operating
frequencies are needed [10].

The

absorptivity

can

be

calculated

from

A  1  S 11  S 21 , where A, S11, and S21 are
2

2

absorptivity, reflection coefficient, and transmission
coefficient, respectively [9].

In this paper, we propose and simulate a feasible
approach to design an ultrathin wide-angle terahertz
absorber which its resonance mechanism depends on the
polarization property of the incident waves.

We set the thickness of the ground plane much larger
than the typical skin depth at THz frequency due to
suppress transmission through the structure. Hence, the
transmission is zero, and the absorptivity can be

The proposed compact metamaterial absorber consists
of planar elliptical gold patch and a metallic ground
plane separated by a single dielectric spacer. The strong
coupling between the two layers and fine tuning of the

calculated using the equation A  1  S 11
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get the maximum A, the impedance of the absorber must
be matched to free space.
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Fig. 2 shows the absorbance and reflectance of the
proposed MA and it can be easily found that the
absorbance curve of the MA has an obvious peak at the
frequency of 8.18 THz. The corresponding absorbance
of 99.14% has been achieved.

(a)

Fig. 3: The absorbance spectra of the MA at different angles
of incidence for (a) TE and (b) TM waves.

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Top view of one cell of the proposed
metamaterial absorber with geometric parameter and (b)
The schematic view of periodic pattern.

Fig. 4: The absorbance spectra of the MA for different
polarization angles.

The absorption results of the proposed MA with the
azimuthal angle θ (increasing from 0° to 90°) at normal
incidence are shown in Fig. 4. According to the result
the absorber is highly polarization dependent and the
reason is asymmetry of structure.

Fig. 2: The simulated reflectance and absorbance spectra of
the metamaterial absorber.
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Polarization Dependence

Figure 3(a) and (b) are shown to clarify the absorption
for both s-polarized (TE) and p-polarized (TM) wave
when the incident angle increases, respectively.
The incident angle θ is increased from 0° to 80° with the
step of 20°. For the TE case, with increasing angle of
incidence, the absorption remains strong from 0 to 50
degrees, Beyond 50°, absorption decreases. Because of
that incident magnetic field component which is parallel
with the surface of the MA decreases with increased θ.

Fig. 5: The absorbance spectra of the MA for different long
axis radii of the elliptical patches.

Hence, at

 0

the electric field of incident wave is along

y-axis (TE) and absorption occurs at f  8.18 THz, by
increasing φ there is a redshift in absorption peak, at

  90
occurs at

the E vector is along x-axis (TM) and absorption

f  5.95 THz. Therefore, the proposed MA has
  0 to   90 .

about 2.2 THz shift from
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Fig. 6: The absorbance spectra of the MA for different
substrate thicknesses.

The absorption frequency can be tuned by the geometries of
the absorber. By increasing value of long axis radius of the
elliptical patch, we see from Fig. 5, a red shift of the frequency
and maximum of absorption increased and by increasing
thickness of substrate (h) frequency of resonance goes to
lower frequency as shown in Fig. 6.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, we report an ultrathin metamaterial
absorber that the proposed absorber is polarizationdependent under normal incidence, which can be used
in polarization-dependent detection, polarizers and
polarization imaging. Also, a high absorption for a wide
range of TE and TM-polarized oblique incidence was
achieved. As we showed the absorption peak can be
tuned by simply changing the parameters of structure.
The absorption band can be extended to microwave and
other frequency ranges by simply scaling parameters.
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